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Based on electronic structure calculations within the density functional theory, we report a systematic approach for the modelling of
low-dimensional CuII materials. Combining concepts of crystal chemistry with ab initio-based magnetic models, we present a systematic
study of recently discovered compounds. Our calculation results are in good agreement with thermodynamic and magnetic
measurements, suggesting the presented approach as a well-directed route to explore the magnetic phase diagram of low-dimensional
CuII systems.
r 2007 NIMS and Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Low-dimensional spin systems based on transition metal
oxides attracted increasing interest in the last few years.
This interest was originally triggered by theories of
low-dimensional quantum spin models, but more recently
this class of compounds, especially CuII materials, became
a focus of attention also due to their potential technical
applications: promising for optoelectronic applications,
ultrafast optical non-linearity was observed [1,2] in the
quasi-one-dimensional (1D) compound Sr2CuO3. Multi-
ferroic properties have been discovered lately for the
compounds LiVCuO4 and LiCu2O2 [3,4]. The system
Li2ZrCuO4 was found to be close to a quantum critical
point [5] and proposed as potential candidate for magnetic
cooling applications. Very recently, the Kagomé lattice
compounds Cu3Zn(OH)6Cl2 and Cu3Mg(OH)6Cl were
discovered [6,7] and are currently being intensely investi-
gated [8,9]; especially with respect to their potential for
quantum computational applications [10].e front matter r 2007 NIMS and Elsevier Ltd. All rights rese
am.2007.06.008
ing author.
ess: rosner@cpfs.mpg.de (H. Rosner).The structural element of Cu(II)-oxygen compounds is
the square planar CuO4 unit, which is shown in Fig. 1
together with the relevant covalent orbitals. The valence
electron configuration of Cu2+ is 3d94s0, and that of the
O2 ion is 2p6. The highest occupied atomic orbitals are Cu
3d orbitals and O 2p orbitals. Most of these orbitals are
non-bonding. There is one sigma orbital at each ion with
the angular dependencies of the wave function given by
(x2y2)/r2 for the Cu 3d orbital and by x/r and y/r for the
O 2p orbital. The relevant molecular orbital energy level
scheme (Fig. 1) shows that the strong covalent dp bond
leads to an energy splitting between the bonding and
antibonding levels as large as 10 eV. The fully occupied
non-bonding Cu 3d and O 2p levels are in between. Because
one electron is missing compared to the fully occupied 3d
and 2p shells, the antibonding dp level must be half filled.
However, due to a strong intra-atomic correlation present
in the Cu 3d orbitals, the molecular field approximation is
not sufficient to describe the electronic properties, and the
half filled antibonding level splits due to these correlations
into a lower and an upper so-called Hubbard level.
Thus, these strong correlations are responsible for the
insulating behavior of undoped cuprates. According torved.
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Fig. 1. Top: covalent CuO4 square, relevant for the cuprates. The copper
ion resides in the center of the square, and the four oxygen ions occupy the
corners. The antibonding molecular orbital is shown with sign changes of
the wave function on all four Cu–O bonds, so that the wave function has
nodes on the bonds. Bottom: molecular orbital scheme of the covalent
CuO4 square; the half-filled antibonding level is split due to strong on-site
Coulomb correlations.
H. Rosner et al. / Science and Technology of Advanced Materials 8 (2007) 352–356 353the occupation of the molecular levels shown in Fig. 1, the
CuO4 unit is magnetically active, carrying a spin 1/2.
Owing to this small and localized moment, compounds
with CuO4 units are ideal objects to study the effect of
quantum fluctuations.
General interest in magnetically low-dimensional sys-
tems began with the advent of quantum mechanics and the
development of spin–spin interaction models in order to
explain the magnetic behavior. Although deceptively
simple, early models such as Ising and Heisenberg models
have exact ground state solutions only in one or two
dimensions (2D), respectively, or no such solution is
known. The search for real materials with substantially
1D or 2D magnetic interactions initially had the purpose of
verifying or disproving theoretical predictions of exotic
ground states associated with strong quantum fluctuation
effects [11]. Later, a more practical aspect came to light
when quantum spin fluctuations were suggested as possible
mediators for unconventional pairing in some super-
conductors, most notably in the quasi-2D high-tempera-
ture cuprates [12].
The architecture of quasi-planar structures by linking
CuO4 squares that share one or two common oxygen
positions was first considered by Müller-Buschbaum [13]
on an empirical basis (long before the high-Tc cuprate
superconductors were discovered). Composing the basic
CuO4 units like bricks from a toy box leads to more and
more complex networks [14] with an intriguing variety of
magnetic ground states. A few possible arrangements are
sketched in Fig. 2. Isolated CuO4 squares (Fig. 2a) can be
present in connection with complex anions such as sulfate
or phosphate groups like in the crystal structures ofCuPbSO4(OH)2 and Sr2Cu(PO4)2 [16], respectively. In
other compounds CuO4 squares may share common
oxygen positions forming structural arrangements as
sketched in Fig. 2b–d. Depending on the number of shared
oxygen atoms, they can form corner-sharing chains (see
Fig. 2b), edge-sharing chains (Fig. 2c) or double chains
(Fig. 2d). By a combination of the chains, a rich variety of
two-, three- or multi-leg ladders can be built [15]. In this
way, a quasi-continuous transition is possible from 1D to
2D Cu(II) compounds. Thus, a better understanding of the
electronic and magnetic properties of quasi-1D chain
compounds can be a key for a deeper understanding of
the high-temperature oxide-superconductors.
2. Electronic structure calculations
To extract the main ingredients for the electronic and
magnetic properties of real compounds, density functional
(DFT) calculations are a valuable tool. From the
calculated electronic structure, the involved orbitals and
the leading interactions can be estimated in terms of a
tight-binding (TB) model. Subsequently, such a TB model
can be mapped to an extended Hubbard or Heisenberg
model to improve the description of the above-mentioned
strong intra-atomic correlations at the Cu sites. From
the approximate solution of such models, the magnetic
ground state and its excitations can be estimated. In
the following, this procedure is demonstrated exempla-
rily for the compounds Sr2Cu(PO4)2 [16] and ACu2O2
(AQNa, Li) [17–21].
Sr2Cu(PO4)2 and the isotypic Ba2Cu(PO4)2 exhibit a
structural arrangement which is unique among known
quasi-1D chains (see Fig. 3): planar CuO4 squares are
isolated from each another and are linked by PO4
tetrahedra to form infinite chains. Nearest neighbor
squares are coplanar and run along [0 1 0] which represents
the chain direction. CuO4 squares of adjacent chains (along
[1 0 0]) occupy the positions ‘‘between’’ the squares of
neighboring chains on both sides. Along [0 0 1] adjacent
chains are separated by the full length of the unit cell
parameter. Taking into account the structural details of
Sr2Cu(PO4)2 the compound would be best described as
phosphato-cuprate (II) with the anionic partial structure
given by [Cu(PO4)2]
4.
Band structure calculations have been carried out within
the local density approximation (LDA) using the full-
potential local orbital code, FPLO [22]. The paramagnetic
band structure of Sr2[Cu(PO4)2] (Fig. 4) shows a single
half-filled band, derived from the Cu 3dx2y2 orbital,
crossing the Fermi energy. Only the inclusion of strong
electron correlations leads to the insulating behavior which
is experimentally observed. The 1D character of the system
is qualitatively obvious from the nearly dispersionless
bands in directions S–Y and G–Z which are perpendicular
to the chain direction, and from the characteristic
logarithmic divergences in the density of states (DOS) near
the band edges (Fig. 4 inset). To compare quantitatively
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Fig. 2. Cuprate chains formed from the square (a) as the building block. A corner-sharing chain (b), an edge-sharing chain (c), and a double chain (d) are
shown. The phase factors of the orbitals correspond to the antibonding state.
Fig. 3. Top: crystal structure of Sr2[Cu(PO4)2] showing the isolated CuO4
squares from which the Heisenberg spin chains are formed. Bottom: a top
view of the spin chain plane with the various electronic hopping paths
labelled. Hopping in the out-of-page direction is not shown.
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our band structure and calculated the individual exchange
constants between various Cu spins using Jij ¼ 4tij
2/U with
a standard U ¼ 4.5 eV. The hopping parameters includedin the model are shown schematically in Fig. 3 (bottom).
The resulting TB dispersion is indistinguishable from the
full-potential calculation (Fig. 4 top), indicating that
further interactions can be safely ignored. The ratio of
the strongest in-plane coupling to the strongest inter-chain
coupling is J1/J1
ic
70 and the ratio of first to second
neighbor in-chain coupling is J1/J2700 for Sr2Cu(PO4)2.
Identical calculations based on the band structure of Ba2
[Cu(PO4)2] (not shown) yield similar results with slightly
more inter-chain coupling but less second neighbor in-
chain coupling. Both systems can therefore be considered
as strongly 1D, with Ba2[Cu(PO4)2] slightly less so. These
results are confirmed by additional LSDA+U calculations.
The 1D nature of magnetic interactions in Sr2[Cu(PO4)2]
can be traced back to the isolated CuO4 squares. This
construction virtually eliminates the second neighbor in-
chain coupling that prevents compounds such as Li2CuO2
from being described via a simple nearest neighbor Heisen-
berg model [23,24]. Cuprates such as Sr2CuO3 containing
corner-sharing CuO4 squares have by far smaller second
neighbor interactions, of the order J1/J215, and yet, these
must be taken into account to get good agreement between
model calculations and experiment [25]. Conceptualized in
this way, one can make a correspondence between exchange
constants in edge-sharing CuO4 systems (es) and those with




i . Since J4
es is
known to be vanishingly small, it is clear that the second
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expected to be negligible. New experimental results confirm
an extraordinary one dimensionality with no long-range-
order above the mK temperature range. Low-temperature
thermodynamic measurements down to 30mK show long-
range order only below TN ¼ 0.085K [26]. This temperature
is about 2000 times smaller than the leading interaction J1
along the chain, showing that quantum fluctuations dom-
inate the low-temperature magnetic properties of this system.Fig. 4. Band structure of Sr2[Cu(PO4)2], showing the single metallic band
well separated from all others. The X–S direction is along the magnetic
chain, S–Y and G–Z directions are perpendicular to the chain. In the top
panel, a blow-up of this band is shown with TB eigenvalues superimposed
to show the remarkable reproduction of the dispersion. The inset shows
the total and orbitally resolved DOS for the single band.
Fig. 5. (Left) Crystal structure of ACu2O2 (A ¼ Na, Li) with two bilayers of Cu
(brown), Na blue). (Right) Schematical chain structure with the main exchange
B bilayers, respectively.We have shown that the isolated CuO4 squares in
Sr2[Cu(PO4)2] allow for an excellent description of its
magnetic and thermodynamic properties using a 1D
nearest-neighbor-only Heisenberg spin-12 model. We calcu-
lated the exchange constant and extracted it from experi-
mental data and found extremely good agreement between
the two. Sr2[Cu(PO4)2] is the best realization for the 1D
nearest neighbor Heisenberg model so far. We anticipate
that Sr2[Cu(PO4)2] will be useful as a real physical system
that can be compared with theoretical models with
confidence that deviations from prediction are due to
actual effects beyond the Heisenberg Hamiltonian rather
than to non-1D or distant neighbor interactions.
Another example for the realization of an unusual
magnetic ground state is the isostructural compounds
LiCu2O2 and NaCu2O2, which exhibit a helical magnetic
order at low temperatures [17–21]. The crystal structure of
LiCu2O2 and NaCu2O2 is shown in Fig. 5 and consists of
bilayers of edge-sharing CuIIO4/2 chains that run along the
crystallographic b-axis. The CuIIO4/2 chains are linked by
non-magnetic CuIO dumbbells, thus forming the bilayer.
Similarly to Sr2[Cu(PO4)2], we mapped the LDA band
structure (not shown) of this system to a TB model, shown
in the right panel of Fig. 5. In contrast to Sr2[Cu(PO4)2], we
find dominating second neighbor interactions and a
considerable inter-chain coupling. Including the ferromag-
netic component of the nearest neighbor exchange J1
arising from the almost 901 CuII–O–CuII bond angle along
the chains, we end up with competing magnetic interac-
tions along the CuIIO4/2 chain: ferromagnetic J150K
and antiferromagnetic J2100K. This competition leads to
strong magnetic frustration and, as predicted from model
calculations, to a helimagnetic order along the chains in
agreement with the experimental observations.
Recently, we investigated the magnetic properties of
Cu2[PO6(CH2)] [27]. From the structural point of view, this
compound is situated in ‘‘between’’ the systems discussed
above. It consists of isolated dimers (O2CuO2CuO2),
formed by two CuO4 units sharing a common edge. TheO2 chains running along b (Cu
2+ orange, Cu1+ yellow, inner (outer) O red
paths indicated. Filled diamonds and circles denote CuO2 squares in A and
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Fig. 6. Crystal structure of CuPO6(CH2). The CuO4 units form distorted
dimers along the b direction. They are linked by O3PCH2PO3 groups
(green) similar to pyrophosphate groups P2O7.
H. Rosner et al. / Science and Technology of Advanced Materials 8 (2007) 352–356356long axes of the dimers are arranged in direction of the
crystallographic b-axis (see Fig. 6). The dimers are
distorted significantly and connected via O3P(CH2)PO3-
groups. First experimental and theoretical results indicate
that this compound exhibits a spin gap at low tempera-
tures. According to a TB model and supported by
LSDA+U total energy calculations, the compound can
be described best by an alternating chain model. The
magnetic exchange within the structural dimers and
between them along the b-axis are antiferromagnetic and
of comparable size, causing a narrow spin gap. In addition,
we find sizeable antiferromagnetic inter-dimer couplings
perpendicular to the dimer chains. These interactions have
strongly frustrating character, enhancing the spin gap
further. To clarify the nature of the magnetic coupling and
the exact mechanism for the spin gap formation, further
investigations on single crystals are required.3. Summary and outlook
We have shown that the magnetic properties of low-
dimensional CuII compounds strongly depend on details of
their crystal structures such as bond angles and lengths.
Microscopic magnetic models based on DFT electronic
structure calculation offer the possibility to connect these
structural aspects with the magnetic properties in a
quantitative way. Using complex oxo-anions of non-metals
(e.g. B,C,P,Sy) as space- and direction-controlling agents
for CuII coordination squares (and their interconnections),
a large variety of compounds with intriguing magnetic
properties could be constructed and prepared. Thus, we
expect that the combination of theoretical electronic
structure calculations, thermodynamic and spectroscopic
investigations together with well-directed crystal chemical
aspects will be a powerful tool for future exploration of
quantum phase diagrams of low-dimensional materials.Acknowledgments
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